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Foreword
These comments on television were written and spoken
before the quiz scandals brought into sharp focus-and
on a national scale-the major faults and lacks of the
commercial system. Since then, an alarmed and publicly
penitent industry has promised improvements in television fare and performed a few. Both CBS and NBC
have stepped up their news and documentary programs,
a number of which are scheduled-from time to timeduring prime viewing hours at night. And an independent
station, WNTA, has made an extremely important breakthrough by presenting a play a week, seven times a week,
by distinguished writers and with excellent casts.
It remains to be seen, however, how widespread and
sustained these efforts will be; and whether the major
weaknesses implicit in sponsored programming can ever
be overcome "in the public interest."
Marya Mannes
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Owns the Air?
I'M GOING TO START by asking you some questions. Do
you take your wash to the window to see if it's a deeper
white? Next to your family, do you like Tide better than
anything? Does your husband kiss your hands after you
have washed dishes with Joy? Do you smile when he
gives you a shirt full of grease stains? Do you feel really
clean?
I'm being very serious ... this is important research.
\,Vhen you sit around the television set with your family
after dinner, do you like seeing a giant corn lifted off a
giant toe? Do you like to see what happens inside your
stomach when you have acid indigestion? Are you fascinated by liver bile? I'm sorry to bring all this up, but
by now I suppose it is fairly clear that I am asking you
whether you suffer commercials gladly as the price to be
paid for the boundless privilege of looking at a small
screen. Maybe you don't mind them. According to the
well-known surveys and polls put out by motivational
researchers, ·some people actually like the commercials.
It gives them a chance to leave the room and stir the
Hollandaise sauce. Even I enjoy a few-Piel's beer, for
instance, or the funny people at the Chase Manhattan
Bank. But I doubt very much if the public at large wants
to be sold something for six minutes out of every hour for
sixteen hours a day. I doubt if they want every fifteen
minute program interrupted four times by retarded men

and women who haven't time to brush after every meal,
or by children who live on peanut butter and scuff the
wax on linoleum floors. 1
But whether we like it or not, that's what we have.
We suffer it because we have been told over and over
again that this is the only way free television can operate

With few exceptions, the
commercial is a signal for inattention or absence from the
screen. And although the sales
of the products involved may
-and still d0-belie this, ad•
vertisers should not rely too
much longer on the efficacy of
their present techniques, on
their abysmal lack of imagination, and on the dazed tolerance of viewers.
The point is that they need
not. For there are ways, al•
ready in process, by which the
commercial itself could joyfully arrest attention, at once
selling the product and enchanting the viewer. They are
ways that have been used for
years by the best advertisers
in printl"d media, by industrial designers, and by decorators, and their origin lies in
the use of abstract art to give
familiar realities new meaning.
If there is one thing that marks
television advertising as be·
hind the times, it is its total
lack of aesthetics. Visually, it
is in the age of Lydia Pinkham.
In spite of millions spent on
motivational research, it is still
assumed that the viewer's
hearing and eyesight are de•
fective and his mind arrested,
and that only a pile driver can
get through to his consciousness.
Well, Europeans and a few
brave natives don't think so.
They have a higher regard for
the human mechanism and a
subtler approach to the art of
seduction. . . . Some of the
sample animations I have seen
are fascinating in the freshness
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of their imagery, in their implications of m u c h wider
realms of visual experience.
They looked like Miros or
Klees in motion. Again, it was
the use of abstractions to convey sensation, to suggest, but
never define, reality. It seemed
to me an ideal medium for the
artist-in-motion, "pure" or
commercial, and a way to bring
people a new key to the world
of imagination.
Here too, color plays a major part, and it is a cause for
regret, if not indignation, that
color television on a large
scale is so long delayed. We
are being deprived of a dimension which, properly used,
could greatly enrich our vision.
without color, these
innovators here and abroad
are showing up the starvation
diet we oversold Americans
are being fed. On television
we are confronted daily with
selling techniques that give no
pleasure to eye, ear, or emotion, and leave no single element to the viewer's imagination. If, as it now seems, we
are to have no choice but commercial television for some
time to come, a virtue should
be made out of what some consider an evil and many a nuisance. As one who likes clever
ads in magazines, I would welcome good commercials on
television.
BuT EVEN
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in a free society. We have been told that there is no other
way television can bring us the finer things of life, all of
which are presented to us on Sunday-or before dawn.
"If we didn't make money on 'Queen for a Day,' " say
the networks, "or 'The Secret Storm' or 'The Price is
Right,' " say the networks, "we could never afford to give
you 'Omnibus' or 'Playhouse 90' or 'Twentieth Century.'"
Alas, they are only too right. Television has become
so monumentally expensive that only mass audiences can
pay for it-and a mass audience means mass tastes. But
the networks, and the sponsors who support them, keep
forgetting one little thing, and that little thing is called
"The Public Interest." The air is a public utility. It
belongs, in case you don't know it, to you ... to one hundred and seventy million people. It is yours. And according to the original statutes of the Federal Communications Commission, no station can get a license unless it
gives a proportion of its time to programs in the public
interest. This is also referred to as "balanced programming." The FCC has never actually spelled out this proportion or this balance. In the way of true democracy and
free enterprise, it has left this to the judgment of the
Commissioners and the good sense of the networks.
Let's see what this faith ... or maybe, this negligence
... has brought us as of today. This is the balance of
television programming in the biggest city of the United
States, with a choice of seven networks-New York. The
choice consists-on all networks combined-of about one
hundred and eighty-six programs a day. Out of these 186
programs, 148 are pure entertainment-feature-films, variety, panels, soap operas and so forth. In other words,
148 out of 186 programs are devoted to that absence of
thought which spells escape-escape from reality. 2 In New

There is no legend in the
fact that for the first time in
any era in any country on
earth a whole people has found
it not only desirable but natural to be constantly entertained. And it is strange indeed
that since the causes of this
condition came into being, no
one has questioned whether it
is natural or desirable. Only
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the nature of the entertainment, whether good or bad,
has been examined. Not one
voice has asked, "Why should
we be constantly entertained?"
that since the
beginning of man there has
evolved a natural cycle, an order of life. He sleeps at night;
he works during the day; he
IT SEEMS TO ME
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York-which, incidenta11y, is the only major city without
an educational station-twelve out of these 186 programs
are devoted to instruction-mathematics, language, literature, mostly for the school system. The remaining twenty-six programs in the average weekday are news or comment-mostly news. In the weekday hours, at the peak
viewing time of six p.m. to eleven p.m., there is nothing
for the American public except escape. 3 "See It Now,"
that one great exploration of life conducted by Edward
R. Murrow, is virtually dead. And the new rush of talk
shows are aimed at insomniacs. This is the balanced programming that a commercial system gives the American
public on the air we own.
On Sunday, of course, the sins of the week are expiated, and we are given a series of programs during the
daylight hours where the mind and spirit are fed and the
Federal Communications Commission appeased. In New
York, at least, it is quite possible to sit before the set from
twelve noon to seven p.m. and be instructed, elevated,
and sometimes stimulated. But is this a time when most
Americans are likely to do this? Sunday is a free day, certainly. But Sunday is a day when the children are around,
when the 10 pound newspapers are slowly digested, when

assumes his place in the human family in the evening.
One or two days a week he rests
from the days of labor by
changing the week's pattern.
At intervalS-a11d only at intervals..-this rest and change take
the form of entertainment, by
which he can be diverted from
reality.
I doubt whether even among
the privileged classes during
the days of Pericles, ancient
Rome, the Middle Ages, or
the Renaissance, entertainment
was more than periodic and
less than an occasion. And I
know that during my own average you th, only four or five
times a year did we go to a
play, and to a movie never more
than once a fortnight. These
were excitements long anticipated and long remembered.
FOUR
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The thought of having them
constantly accessible never entered the mind. If it had it
would have been rejected as
preposterous or sinful. Nowadays it seems preposterous not
to avail oneself constantly of
diversion, since a flick of a
knob can produce it.
THE RIGHT TO BE ENTERTAINED
THE REPORTER
June 30, 1955

a ... Since October 1959 both
CBS and NBC have been
scheduling major news and
documentary programs during
weekday evening hours, averaging about one a week or
every two weeks.

the sink has to be fixed, the dinner cooked, the church
attended. For at least four months of the year, Sunday
is the day to be outdoors ... to drive, to mow the lawn,
to swim, to play golf, to sail ... to nap. On Sunday, the
time when most people turn on their sets is after seven.
And Sunday nights are for entertainment only. So to say
that the good programs on Sunday constitute balanced
programming for the public is hardly accurate. Yet it is
these eight hours of intelligence a week which are supposed to justify ninety hours a week of triviality, mediocrity, escape and commercials. The public interest is
worth about one-tenth of the public air. The other ninetenths are reserved for private profit.
Maybe that's all we're worth, as people ... one-tenth
of the air we own. Maybe the networks are right when
they say that Americans want to be entertained every day
and every night, all night, and that they are only giving
us what we want. But I doubt this. I think we have been
sold a very large bill of goods. One is that sponsored
television is the only way the miracle of the cathode ray,
the greatest means of communication yet known, can be
made available to us. The other is that the American
people are dumb. The third is that they are free to choose
what they want.
I'd like to tackle the last two bills first. The American
people are not dumb. They are only dazed. They are
dazed because for years they have been exposed to over
1500 sales messages a day in all media, and they have ended
up by believing that the more they buy, the happier they
will be.
Oh, it's true that at the very beginning a few voices
were raised in horror, and said-as they said in England"But you can't do that! The airwaves belong to people
-not profits!" 4

Perhaps the BBC's greatest
glory is the quality of its shows
for the young, for they are
based on the single premise
that children are valuable.
The hour from five to six is reserved entirely for them, and
it may consist of a live dramatization of a Jane Austen book
or a Robert Louis Stevenson
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story, produced and acted by
professionals of a high order;
newsreels geared to youthful
interests; explorations of the
natural world; stories or films
of adventure. Except for a
rather silly "Children's Caravan," marred by precocious
performers and an MC unhappily patterned on ours, the
WHO OWNS THE AIR?

They were soon drowned out by the hard-headed realists who knew a good thing when they saw it. There was
remarkably little debate about who should put what on
the air, and the people were never consulted. When television was invented, business moved in, lock, stock, and
barrel-as it did in radio-and the sponsors became the
dictators of what we heard and saw. What we see is what
sells goods. It's as simple as that.
In England, there was no question at first as to whom
the air belonged: the British people. And since in a
democracy, government is supposedly by the people and
for the people, the BBC was chartered by the Government
as a service to the people-and all you had to do for this
service was to pay a license tax on your set. The idea of
paying for it by listening to commercials was anathema.
The British, as you know, have a mania for privacy and
the inviolacy of their homes-a man's castle and all thatand the thought of having some leering stranger walk into
their living room and ask them to buy a can of Bovril made
their gorges rise.
So for years the British had only one channel to turn
to, and lack of competition made some of the programming pretty dull and a little patronizing. But their children's programs, their plays, their music and their documentaries were often of a very high order, and there was
never an evening without a direct appeal to a viewer's
intelligence. There were, of course-and there are-no
commercials on the BBC. And I don't think any of you
can have any idea of what you suffer unless you know
what that can mean in terms of peace. No interruptions,
no selling, no phony doctors and housewives, no soap, no
dishwater. It's a major form of therapy for a drain-washed
American-and every time I come back from a trip to
England and a look at the BBC, I am amazed at what we
endure without protest.
Now, I'm not saying that the BBC is uniformly better

content of these programs,
whether for t h e smallest
(whose puppet shows are a delight) or the teenager, not only
presumes intelligence but
scorns violence. A British parent need have no qualms in
letting his children sit before
SIX

the screen in the afternoon,
for what they see is eminently
healthy.
THE ENGLISH CHANNELS

THE REPORTER
October 16, 1958

than, let us say, a network like CBS. It has its dull and
silly patches, and suffers at times from a certain highminded sluggishness. But it aims higher more of the
time, for it feels it has a duty to its public. This dutyto quote Sir Arthur Fforde, the Chairman of the BBCis to provide "a subtantial increase in the proportion of
programmes designed to stimulate thought, to enlarge
experience, and to improve taste" . . . and "to make
jntelligent things understandable, and understandable
things popular." 5
Now, of course, the British have a second network to
turn to-the Independent Television Authority (ITA).
But when commercial television did finally come to Britain
six years ago, it came after some of the longest and bitterest debates ever to rock Britain. And it came only because
of one iron-bound, irrevocable stipulation: that the sponsor and the program be completely separated. A sponsor
could buy the time on the air to sell his goods, but he would
have absolutely no control of the program that preceded
or followed his commercial. The program and the product
are totally divorced. Each succeeds or fails on its own
merit. Is this bad for business? Apparently not. British
commercial TV has been spectacularly successful. Is it
bad for viewers? Aside from enduring commercials which
-I might say-are not only shorter than ours, but based
on the assumption that viewers are not retarded and hard

Another element in the general relaxed atmosphere of
British television is the simple
fact that it is on only part of
the day and night. You can't
look at anything at all before
twelve-thirty in the afternoon
or after eleven-thirty at night.
And the BBC closes down between three-thirty and five,
treating its viewers to a blank
screen or its call pattern, sometimes accompanied by classical
music. In a strange, imponderable way, these empty hours
contribute a sense of peace.
I do not doubt that in time
British commercial television,
whether ITA or a proposed
third network, will fill its emp-
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ty hours. But the value of this
respite in human tenns must
be balanced againsLfinancial
loss. More than that, it relieves those who work in TV
of the insanely constant pressure to produce. There is just
not that much material in the
world. A fourth contribution
to restful viewing is that the
British are not afraid of silence. When the narrator of a
"live" event has nothing to
say, he says nothing; a blissful
technique.
THE

ENGLISH CHANNF.LS
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of hearing-they suffer only the same rash of westerns and
quizzes that we do, and the same prevalence of the trivial
over the serious. For directly, British c<Jmmercial television must attract large audiences to attract large advertisers, and the most Popular fare wins. A strong case
against commercial television in general could be made
from a recent English survey. It concerned the peak viewing hours between 7 and 10:30 p.m., and it found that
only one-fifth of the total programs offered to the British
people could be described as being of a serious intellectual
or artistic value, and that of this serious material the
BBC-the non-commercial network-showed four times as
much as commercial television did. So the British are
worried because only one-fifth of their television concerns
serious material. And we are not worried because only
one-tenth of our television fare appeals from the neck up.
After all, say the networks, we are only giving the public
what it wants.
This is a phrase that fascinates me. Who knows what
the public wants? The heads of networks? Believe it or
not, they spend less time looking at television than you
do. They don't consider themselves part of the public
anyway. Do sponsors know what the public wants? Only
so far as they know what the public sees ... and they learn
this by ratings. But listen to what a vice-president of a
big New York advertising agency said about ratings the
other day: "First of all, a rating doesn't tell us anything
about the intensity of viewing. It gives us an idea of how
many, not how strong is the viewing. An average evening
television program has about LI women per set. A Western might have .8 of a woman-it has fewer women than
the average show. But what we don't know," he said, "is
how intensely the women are looking at the set. They may
be tolerating it, or even resenting it, and therefore not
listening with any real interest."
In other words, forty million people may be sitting before their television set for a great many different reasons.
They may have nothing better to do. They may be bored.
They may be sick. They may be alone. They may even be
asleep-it has been known to happen. If they are not
asleep, they are urged every ten minutes to buy Lincoln
Mercurys or Lovable Bras, and for all I know, maybe they
do. This, of course, is what the sponsor wants. But is it
what the public wants? Don't we take what is given us?
EIGHT
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One thing we have been sold by the broadcasters is
that in free, commercial television, we have free choice.
They are very fond of the word "selectivity" ... selective
viewing. They say that there is something for everybody
on television if they will only bother to look for it. Well,
let's view selectively:
For instance, on Monday from eight to eight-thirty I
can see "Restless Gun" or I can see "The Texan" or I
can see "Father Knows Best." I don't want to see any of
them. At ten I can see "Desilu Playhouse," "The Arthur
Murray Party," or Patti Page. I can, but I won't. And on
Friday at ten I can see "The Lineup," or boxing, or an
ancient movie called "Mama." Do all these alternate
choices answer the desires of all the people in this country?
I am fascinated by a recent speech of Mr. Robert Sarnoff, the head of NBC. He is upset because of all the
charges that television is "mediocre" and he urges a campaign to remove the tag of mediocrity from the medium"to create," he says, "wider understanding of our medium
and how it functions in everyone's interest." He says
further on that the detractors of television are to be found
"primarily among the intellectuals," and then he is kind
enough to say that, "We are paying a costly price as a
nation for low-rating intellectuals, and I think they deserve recognition for their contributions to our society."
Thank you, Mr. Sarnoff. But at the end comes the stinger:
"But," he says of us intellectuals, "they also deserve our
candor and rebuttal when they are intolerant of the tastes
of the vast majority."
What he is saying, virtually, is that the taste of the vast
majority is for escape instead of education, for unremitting
entertainment, and for commercials. If he is really right
in this, then we deserve as a nation anything we get in
the form of disaster and domination by others. I cannot
believe that the present fare on the most powerful medium
ever known is equipping us for survival. The public interest cannot be confined to one day a week, when every
day of the week and every hour of viewing should contribute something to our strength, our knowledge, and
our vision.
And anyway-suppase it is perfectly true that the majority prefers western and crime shows and singers every
night? Children might like chocolate layer cake three
times a day ... does that mean they should have it? People
WHO OWNS THE AIR.?

like to jaywalk ... does that mean that there should be
no traffic lights? We are very concerned for the public
interest in certain matters. Day in and day out we are told
that the body needs a balanced diet to function well and
to live long. But why is it that few people care very much
what we do to our minds and our emotions? Why is it
that in spite of pious pronouncements from the powers of
television and the agitation of a few important-and un•
popular-intellectuals, there is no such thing as a balanced
diet on television 6
Why is it nine-tenths chocolate layer cake, and onetenth protein?
Because chocolate layer cake sells. And because sponsored television can only continue to exist so long as it
does. The mediocrity we have in television is not the fault
of the sponsors, many of whom are intelligent and honorable citizens; it is not the fault of the heads of networks,
many of whom are knowledgeable and civilized men; it
is not even the fault of the poor fellows in grey-flannel
suits, who are only doing what they have to do, which is
to make people buy what they don't need. The mediocrity
is of necessity built into any system in which quantity
determines success; quantity of audience and quantity of
sales. Not quality of audience, not kind of sales. Just
quantity. And the more expensive television gets, the
more it has to sell to keep alive.
And the costs of television are now astronomic to the
point of absurdity, i~ not downright insanity. "For Whom

I do not propose to draw
any somber conclusions from
this fact of our civilization
except to point out that the
whole man or women does not
need or want this constant diversion. That is why, except
for professionals concerned
either productively or critically with the media, you will
find few people of spiritual
or mental substance who tum
on television or radio more
than a few hours a week. When
they do, it is to see reality and
not to escape from it. They
may look at a play once or
twice a week in the evening.
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But to turn on a crooner, a
band, a panel, a quiz show, or
a play during the day is unthinkable, as any self-imposed
boredom would be unthinkable. One glimpse of this suffocating surfeit of entertainment (and who in illness has
not had it?) is enough to cure
any random viewer. Even
troubling thoughts are more
constructive than the avoidance of them by this means.
THE RIGHT TO BE ENTERTAINED
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the Bell Tolls," for instance, cost about $400,000 to produce ... a bold gamble indeed, and a true effort to give
a quantity audience a quality show. Whether it has paid
off, we do not know, and in any case it is a very special
instance. But an average run-of-the-mill one-hour showlike U.S. Steel, say, or Studio One-costs about $9,000 to
produce, below the line-which in television means: apart
from actors' salaries and air-time ... and an established
actor gets anywhere from $2500 to $5000 per show. That
is, to be sure, way below Hollywood movie salaries. But
where the real squeeze comes is in items like this: for an
hour show, the stagehands will get about $3000. Three
thousand dollars for moving a few props around for a few
days. For the making of scenery alone for a one-hour play,
the cost is about $2000. Why? Because the stage-hand
union and the scenery union are so strong that they have
a stranglehold on the entertainment media.
All producers know, though few dare to say, that their
remuneration on theatre and television far exceeds their
contribution in terms of work. When you add to that
about $1000 for a technical crew of about ten men, $500
for the set designer, about $400 for the decorator, and
$150 for,the make-up artist, you get some idea of why an
experiment that might attract only a small audience is
automatically ruled out. And on television, five million
people is considered a small audience.
So what happens? You choose the safe thing, the thing
that your ratings tell you get the most customers. You
choose \Vesterns and quizzes and situation comedies and
stars and singers ... pure escape ... with nothing in them
that might stir thought, offend anyone, or start contro-.
versy. As long as you can hold the most people in front
of their sets and make them buy what you sell, you've done.
your job. And if your conscience is not quite clear, you
always point to the salvation on Sunday; to discussions.
at midnight; and to those educational programs which.
are put on at hours when the fewest people can see them,
You are wholly right when you say that sponsored tele-.
vision is a business ... not an art form, not an educator.
not an elevator of taste or a raiser of standards.
It isn't. But it could be. And it should be. But if'
the existing system is not able to make it all these thingsand the hard facts of economics would seem to prohibit
it-then other means must be found to make this miracle
WHO OWNS THE AIR?.

of electronics into a great power for good.
And I don't mean a substitute for sponsored television.
I mean added and alternate systems by which all the many
thousands of Americans who are not served by the present
system can find there the stimulation and enlightenment
they want and need.
'What should these systems be? One of them, without
question should be a form of pay television. Because one
experiment a few years ago proved unsuccessful is no
proof against it: there were a dozen good reasons why it
failed, or failed to prove anything. Because the FCC and
Congress have not make up their minds on regulating it is
no argument against it. And last of all-and most important of all-because the powers of commercial television
are so bitterly opposed to it and so determined to block
it, is, if anything, a proof of its need. I do not know which
of the several pay systems will eventually be tried. I certainly don't know whether any of them would immediately provide better television than we now have. But a
few things I do know. There would be no commercialsand the success of a program would depend on how many
paid to see it: in other words, on its own merits alone.
At least we could find out what the American public really
wants instead of what a sponsor thinks it wants. And
there might be some very healthy surprises in that. Above
all, it is our right as Americans to have an alternate use
of our air put at our disposal.
Besides pay television, I see nothing sinister in the
thought of a bi-partisan government network dedicated
to informing the people about the state of our nation and
their elected representatives-on all levels, from the White
House to a local town meeting. I think our ignorance of
our own political system is both colossal and dangerous,
and our fear that public service is a threat to private interests highly exaggerated. Such a government channel
would concern itself with public health and welfare, with
foreign affairs, with food, with labor, with transportation,
with everything that ultimately affects our survival as a
people. It would bring us the great debates of our time
as they happen. Propaganda? What is a commercial, but
propaganda? Why do we accept pressure from busi~ess
and refuse it from government? Are we so afraid of
democracy that we don't believe in the checks and balances that were created to guarantee it? Are the British
TWELVE

brainwashed by their BBC? I have seen no signs of it.
Bored sometimes, but not brainwashed.
And then, of course, there is the educational network,
supported by foundations, by universities, and by subscription. This already exists, in some cities. But there
is one danger in it and that is that education might be left
to educators-a fatal error. By that I mean that the best
of information can be the best entertainment if it is presented by people who know the medium of television ...
by professionals. You can teach people only if they want to
listen to you and look at you, and a dull teacher or an
amateur teacher is worse than none at all. A camera in
a classroom is not enough. And an educational network
will only get the audience it aims at if it uses the arts
and skills of production ... of theatre, of movies, of television.7
I know that any or all of these alternate systems are
difficult to achieve. They need great amounts of will and
money to overcome a mountain of obstacles. But they
are not impossible to achieve if-that enormous IF-if we
really do believe that the air we own is ours. Twenty
years ago, one-third of our nation, according to FDR, was
ill-housed, ill-clothed, and ill-fed. It might be said with
equal truth today that so far as television is concerned,
two-thirds of our nation are ill-served, ill-taught, and il-

Television is the place for
the poet, the master of mood
and of word. It is the place
for implication, for simplicity,
even for silence (a quality not
yet appreciated on the medium). On television the small
gesture can become the great
act, the tentative phrase the
grand statement. The writer
need never strain for effect: the
quality of his thought is effect enough.
I can see the day when television will be the home of certain kinds of writing and
thinking that other media
either spurn or brutalize: delicate works of the imagination
which belong, truly, to this
magic casement. Works of tenderness, fragments that would
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be lost in larger frames, could
here be cherished f o r their
very fragility.
This communication - so
direct and so limitless-is open
to the thinkers and dreamers
and creators of this country
if they want it. The price is a
television set and the humility
to realize that if they wish to
reach the human spirit (and
what artist does not?), they
must use all and every means.
Of these, television is the most
powerful yet devised. If they
relinquish it, the wreckers will
take over.
TV

A1'D THE DRAMATIST
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literate ... living in a lull between commercials and-as
Edward R. Murrow has said-dangerously insulated from
reality.
·
Maybe it doesn't really matter. Maybe we can go on
as we are indefinitely, grateful for having our time killed
every night, grateful for having our minds filled every
Sunday and resigned forever to seeing diagrams of our
intestines and toilet tissues that tear straight. Maybe
everybody but a few muddled and misled intellectuals
like myself and Edward Murrow and Eric Sevareid feel
that the television we have now is the best we can ever get.
The broadcasters think so. They have just been holding a convention in Chicago, and they are plenty mad at
all the people who don't. They are all set to throw manpower and money into a great campaign to "sell the industry" . . . an information campaign aimed at three
groups: a minority critical of programming (that's me
and a few million others); state and national lawmakers
who may be influenced by them (by us, that is); and the
public who may be injured as a result. I suppose they
mean, injured by being treated as serious intelligent adults.
Robert Sarnoff of NBC said, "We must challenge the
use of the word quality as applicable only to programs of
limited appeal. Is light entertainment bad because it
does no more than meet the need of most active Americans for relaxation? Is not this the principal function of
broadcasting-the reason most people purchase sets?" Now,
there we have it from the horse's mouth. The principal
function of broadcasting is to relax people ... in a time
of utmost danger when the principal need of Americans
is to learn what this danger is and how to survive it. 8

s ... The observation of reality,
a deterrent to the enjoyment
of illusion, has been considered dull. "Documentary" is
still a dirty word: Now it has
been discovered that the observation of reality can be dangerous.
. . . The reaction is twofold
and conflicting. One is the belief among people of intelligence and vision in the mass
media that the observation and
interpretation of the real
FOURTEEN

world can be valuable as
knowledge and powerful as
entertainment. The other is
the suspicion of the sponsor
that the impulse to think is
not necessarily compatible with
the impulse to buy. Controversy may lead to enlightenment but not to sales; and
tempting as it may be to call
Big Business chicken-livered,
its paramount function is to
sell. It cannot sponsor for its
health-0r ours. The tragedy is

Mr. Hubbell Robinson, Jr. 11 of CBS has a superior
view. He spoke out for "an absolute refusal to settle for
the second best and insistence on the cream-of-the-crop in
every department of our production...." He speaks of
raising the whole level of television entertainment and
doing a job that respects the taste and intelligence of the
American television set owner. "It is our firm conviction," said Robinson, "that he will seek out and embrace
fine entertainment other than routine westerns and private eyes, and that if over the years his diet is not varied,
he will leave the table." This would be even more encouraging if Mr. Robinson did not list as the great prizes
of the next season a series on policemen called "The Blue
Men," a series on Outer Space called "Twilight Zone,"
and four new situation comedies. They may all be dandy,
but I wouldn't call it a revolution in programming.
Dr. Frank Stanton of CBS also warned that "to survive
and grow in an atmosphere of public confidence and freedom, we have go to be far more resourceful and energetic
than we have been in the past in communicating about
ourselves. We do not know enough of what the American
public thinks of television .... "

that this abstention of business from controversy leads in
the end to a kind of censorship
through omission that no intelligent society can afford.
... But who will sponsor such
pictures . if business does not
pick up the tab? Who will see
to it that this growing and infinitely useful new form of art
-the documentary in depthbecomes a part of the American diet, still so deficient in
the vitamins of thought? The
British have answered this,
but in a manner unacceptable
to our system. Their government - subsidized BBC h as
made the documentary a daily
food, nourishing and sustaining. But government has never
been our answer in such dilemmas; we tum inevitably to
private sources.
One cannot help wondering
whether the logical patrons of

public stimulation and enlightenment are not the big
foundations, those enormous
accretions of wealth which, if
they are to remain tax-free,
must be dedicated to the service of society. They could not
serve it better, surely, than by
guaranteeing the limitless productivity of such guardians of
the public conscience, such extenders of the public vision, as
the Murrows and Sevareids
and Salomons.
THE HOT DOCUMENTARY
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Mr. Hubbell Robinson has
since resigned from CBS to
direct his own independent
"package-producing" firm for
television programs.
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There we have it. On the one hand, the broadcasters
accuse a handful of harping critics and intellectuals of
defaming their industry; on the other hand-in all their
speeches-there was a strong, if tacit admission that the
great American public as a whole was not as enchanted
with television as they were supposed to be ... and what's
more, might not continue indefinitely to support it in its
present state.
It m~y well be that the alternate systems I've talked
about tonight are wholly unfeasible and doomed to failure. Certainly there won't be a government network so
long as there's breath left in a states' righter ... the mere
thought is treason to most Americans! And if we are then
committed to sponsored television as our only access to
this marvelous medium, there are a few things the broadcasters can do if they really want us to stop sniping at
them, and if they really want to make television live up
to its miraculous power: One is to separate sponsor and
program as they do in England. The advertiser would buy
time and nothing else, and the program would be under
the complete control of the network. This would cause
such a gigantic upheaval that it will never happen. But
it's a good idea anyway.
The second thing is to reduce the costs of television
drastically by the use of lighter, more mobile equipment,
and the use of imagination instead of money. The television industry is dying of fatty tissue ... hundreds of
people whose salaries far exceed their functions. 10

Anyone interested in isolating the elements of good
and bad in television should
see a rehearsal of a big production . . . . My first impression ... was perhaps the hardest to define, although it goes
to the core of all television
weakness. I think I would call
it the diffusion of wastewaste of time, waste of people,
waste of money. All rehearsals
involving many scenes and
many extras are, I know, amorphous; but in the theater certainly, and in the best moviemaking, there is a ritual and a
discipline that I found absent
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here . . . a state I suspect is
chronic in a medium so new
and so rich that it has bred a
sprawling and makeshift society, without those disciplines
which tradition and thrift impose on creative expressionusually for its good. Nowhere
is the fallacy of quantity more
evident than in Spectaculars
and panoramas that pretend
to widen the screen while in
fact they limit vision.
... TV is primarily now the
crowd. This is its limitation
and its strength. The writer,
the actor, the dancer: These
and these alone will make it

On the other hand, the industry could greatly upscale
the pay for writers, without whom they could not exist, but
who are on the lowest scale of the television ladder in pay,
in prestige, and in power. Television will never benefit
from the enormous amount of creative talent in this country until it recognizes the prime importance of the writer,
and gives him the freedom to say what he chooses in terms
of his own truth. 11

great, and no amount of "production" is worth a cent without them and the co-ordinating genius of one man.
THE FALLACY OF QUANTITY
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What I am discussing is
the creative writer who produces a whole, the writer of
thought in terms of emotion,
the dramatist. In the realm of
imagination as against documentation he is the writer
who has brought television its
most exciting and powerful
moments. . . . For it is a mistake to believe that because
television is a visual medium,
it can maintain its vitality
without the creative writer. It
could then exist, as radio exists, only as a selling medium
in which the value of the
word is judged by its ability
to reach a maximum audience
of consumers, and in which
the line between the writer
of commercials and the commercial writer grows steadily
thinner.
But what is driving the creative writer away from television? Lack of money? Lack
of prestige? Lack of freedom?
All three. But of these the
greatest is lack of freedom:
freedom to write of things in
terms of his own truth.
There are few mediums that
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offer absolute freedom for the
writer. Beyond the limitations
of time and space imposed by
the stage,· theatre writing is a
corporate effort where dramatist, director, and actor work
together and where the writer's will is often either thwarted or modified by others. The
same is doubly true of movies,
although writers say, and they
are confirmed by a number of
recent films on contemporary
social problems ranging from
race to narcotics, that there
are f e w e r taboos in movies
than in television. Indeed, more
and more television writers of
distinction have deserted the
small screen for the big screen,
where figuratively as well as
literally they can expand.
. . . What then, is the constrictive factor on television
that so throttles the creative
writer? The answer, which
writers give in overwhelming
unison, is the power of the
sponsor over the word, the
domination of the medium
and of the networks by commercial interests whose concern is necessarily with a quantitative audience rather than
with a qualitative one. The
same could be said of movies
and even theater, with one determining difference: that in
these mediums the product to
be sold is the picture or the
play itself, while in television,
the program-in this case, the
play-is only a means toward
the selling of a product wholly
unrelated to it.
WHO OWNS THE Alli.?

To mitigate the growmg curse of commercials, new
regulations should be put into effect by the FCC or any
other appropriate agency to limit their time sharply,
which means reducing their present percentage of time
per hour, and to prohibit the use of distasteful or dishonest
advertising. The advertisers themselves might try appealing to a public made up of normal human beings and
not defectives. We do not have to be told something six
times to remember it, and we don't believe in deeper
whites or instant relief. 12

... B1.1t for the writer himself, commercial television will
hold little inducement until he
is given the power which is
his right: the power to determine what he shall write
about, how he shall write it,
and where it may be interrupted. If a commercial is injurious to the mood or continuity of his script, he should
have the right to question its
tone and placement and re•
quest a change. If a sponsor
wants a hack, he can hire a
hack. But if he hires talent,
he assumes an obligation to
respect that talent.
A medium in which a commercial is sacred while a script
is infinitely violable cannot
pretend to develop an art form
of its own. In this case the only
way in which a writer can use
the marvelous medium of television to its full extent is in a
system where, as in Britain,
sponsor and program are com•
pletely divorced, or in some
form of pay TV. There is not
one good writer, in fact, who
has not expressed himself in
favor of some alternative system that would ensure his release from sponsor domination
and the degradation of talent
it inevitably brings.
THE CAPTtVE WRITER
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The advertisers should do
a great deal more in the field
of animation and music, the
conjunction of which in imaginative and original hands
could make commercials an ad•
dition instead of an intrusion.
Much of the animation on TV
is still in the early Disney stage
of development. Let the boys
have a look at some of the
things animators are doing in
the movies ("Madeleine" and
"The Emperor Has No
Clothes") and get busy with
Cheer and Fab.
Nowhere near enough is being done in the field of documentary advertising: showing
the consumer how the product
is actually made. Good pictures
of textile machines, cosmetic
manufacture, or soapmaking
can fascinate and convince,
and I can think of no better
way of building up consumer
confidence than the sight of
the specific wonders of American production, packaging and
distribution. Here is the visual
''proof of the pudding"; not
the glistening hair of the
Shasta or Drene model who
may privately, for all we know,
shampoo with something else,
or in the gardenia hands of
the Dreft model who probably
wears gloves when she washes
dishes.
. . . Here again, 'IV advertisers have neglected one of
their greatest potential assets:
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Broadcasters should see to it that on the prime viewing
hours every night, from seven to eleven, there are shows
which stimulate thought and enrich the mind. By this
I do not necessarily mean discussions or documentaries,
although some of them can be very exciting. I would settle
for an hour drama by a good writer who was left entirely
free from standard formulas and sponsor control ... free
to write anything from a satire on the White House to a
study of adultery. 13
ordinary people. The few times
I have seen some housewife
invited by an M.C. to explain
why she uses the product in
question, I have found her
halting and inelegant explana•
tion of its virtues far more con•
vincing than the announcer's
creamy flow. Advertisers should,
wherever possible, have their
selling done by unprofessional
users rather than by profes.
sional talkers. I will buy some•
thing if Mary Brown says it
did fine by her. I will not buy
it on the word of a man paid
to tell me how good it is.
It would be wonderful in•
deed if the sponsors and the
advertisers were to come to
these conclusions themselves.
But new approaches will not
cure the commercial blight unless, first and foremost, thev
themselves adopt a time code
for commercials which is rigidly and universally adhered
to. I would suggest as a starter
that they be limited to about
eight per cent of the total time
instead of the eighteen per
cent now occupied by them.
The next step would be to
prohibit any interruption of a
performance (play, ballet, concert or opera) by a commercial,
whether the performance lasted fifteen minutes or an hour,
the advertiser being obliged to
use his allotted time at the beginning and end only. No
single commercial would be
permitted to exceed two minutes in length. The position,

character and placement of
the commercial would be under the final jurisdiction of
the network and not of the
sponsor, so that the situation
could not exist where the climactic line of a fine drama is
followed-with shocking immediacy-by a deodorant ad.
THOSE D-·N CoMMERCIALS
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How far can you go "in
the interest of truth?" As far,
I suppose, as the impact of
reality, however distressing,
can be constructive. If an exploration of racial prejudice
merely emphasizes it, it serves
no useful purpose; and if a
film on retarded children inspires only dread and revulsion, its value is questionable.
Certainly, to show human suffering and aberration merely
because they exist is no more
defensible than to show an operation for cancer merely because it takes place. If any of
these exposures, however, can
serve to remove distorted concepts or to encourage positive
reactions, pain can act as a
catharsis and compassion can
supplant aversion.
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I might even-once a week, after dinner-like to take
language lessons from a charming teacher ... preferably
male. (My husband could turn to a lady some other night.)
Finally I would strongly support the broadcasters in
their fight against the idiocy of "equal time" ... which
means not only that if you put on a Democrat, you have
to put on a Republican, but that if you put on either of
these, you have to put on the Vegetarian candidate, the
Octogenarian candidate, and the Temperance candidate.
By maintaining this rule, the FCC is not guaranteeing free
speech, but throttling it, and putting an impossible gag
on the broadcasting industry. 14
If all these things were done, I would stop yapping at
this poor, enormous, profit-happy industry, and I would
stop crying for alternate systems. But I would not stop
yapping and crying until I actually saw evidence of change
in the television fare day by day and night by night.
Public relations campaigns won't do it. Promises won't
do it. Recriminations against intellectuals won't do it.
Only one thing in the end will make television worthy
of the medium and of the people ... and that is to take
the air from Lever Brothers and Blue-Jay plasters and
Bufferin, and give it back to the people who own it: us.

What one could hope for
beyond this is an overhauling
of the whole concept of spot
news and news announcing,
beginning with the abolition
of that faceless, mindless word
jockey, the radio newscaster.
No news can be significant or
interesting when it is read
every day or every hour of
every day by the same voice of
a man who has no part in
gathering it, writing it, or feeling it.
One would hope to see less
emphasis on purely political
news and more regional on•
the-spot reporting, more criticism, more portraiture, more
comment, and above all, more
humor. The world may be des-
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perate, but it need not always
be solemn. All thi, would
mean far less dependence on
news agencies and syndicates
and far more dependence on
the local reporter, for a great
part of the deadliness of radio
spot news and some television
news is the hasty assembling
of ticker tape-a stale, thin
diet.
Less economical? More trouble? Probably. Custom work
always costs more than mass
production. The stencil is the
easy way out. A dead end, too.
No NEWS IS BAD NEWS
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